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A unique occasion deserves

a unique experience.

For Expert Advice Call
01722 445900

 
 

 
https://italian-short-breaks.co.uk/siena-palio/horse-race/

The Siena Palio Extravaganza

Break available: SOLD OUT 2023 5 days

Witness the thrilling 700 year old Siena Palio Race from a range
of positions including grand seats, balcony and window options.
These are extremely hard to find sought after positions which
Italian Short Breaks is pleased to have access to. We use the
best local guides who have a passion for all things Palio, and are
experts on delivering to you the whole message of this truly
unique event. This is not to be underestimated as without this you
will not be able to understand the history and traditions of what is
taking place in front of you. With only 2 Palio dates a year on the
2nd July and the 16th August, be sure to book early to experience
this unique race. July is now sold out. Why Italian Short Breaks?

 

Highlights

● Superb Palio Viewing Options (Positions include balcony,
terrace, grandstand, window)

● Palio Trials where horses, jockeys and contradas are chosen
in a pre-race

● Unique opportunity to participate in good luck Contrada open
air dinner

● Guided Introduction to the history of the Palio
● Local Knowledgeable Guides who infuse their passion and

knowledge for all things Palio
● 4 nights accommodation in a hotel within the Siena walls

Day by Day Itinerary

Day 1 – 14 August
Fly to Pisa and Private Transfer to your Siena hotel

Fly into Pisa, where your private driver will be waiting to transfer you to your Siena hotel.

All the hotels we offer are located within the city walls within a 5-10mins walk from the sights.

Rest of day at leisure.

/italy-italian-short-breaks/
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Day 2 – 15 August
Palio Trials and Complimentary Contrada Open Air Dinner

Today your guide will give you a guided introduction to the history of the Palio. This will include taking you to the Campo to view the Palio
Trials, where horses and jockeys race three times around the square.

This is not to see who wins the race, but for the judges to choose which ten horses and jockeys are eligible to race and which Contrada they
are representing.

The Palio is comprised of many Contradas (districts), of which after your time with the guide you will know all about.

Our tours are conducted in small groups with a guide. We do not believe in large groups.

This evening participate in your complimentary open-air good luck dinner. Mingle with the local Sienese inhabitants and the chosen jockey.
Excitement and expectation will be in the air for tomorrow’s big race.

Day 3 – 16 August
Attend the World Famous Palio in Siena 
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After a leisurely start, head out with the guide mid afternoon to witness the build up to this legendary event. If you are lucky, you might even
get to see one of the horses being blessed in church!

Take your position before an event that has been happening since 1310.

Please see video link on the photo opposite for a flavour of this world famous event.

As where you stand is crucial to being able to fully appreciate this race, we offer the following positions. Please note these are extremely sort
after tickets and do book up early:

1. On the Terrace you can see 80% of the race from a bird’s eye view of the Palio Horse race. The Terrace is around five floors up.

2. The Balcony is right on the square with a superb vantage point, overlooking the Campo at the Casato bend so you have the perfect view
from which you will be able to see close up the Palio Horse race and immerse yourself in the passionate atmosphere and unfolding spectacle
of the Palio Siena Horse race.

3. The Grand Seats view is of most of the square. The joy of these is that these positions are the closest positions to the track, with all the
drama that provides. The grand seats are the chosen viewing position of the local Sienese and the atmosphere is particularly electric!

4. The Window view sees you standing  while watching. There are plenty of seats in the very same room where you will be, but you cannot
see the view seated. The rooms typically have two windows so a total of 4 people can be there. You will have access to the whole apartment
and to the main hall where a simple buffet and refreshments are offered. There are @30 steps to these positions.

Once the race has been completed, the winning Contrada will take to the streets for more entertainment and celebration will go on well into
the night.

We would recommend you visit the winning Contrada to see Italian exuberance at its best!

Header photo and photos 2,3 5 and 6 opposite copyrighted to Chrys Tremththanmor.

Day 4 – 17 August
Day Leisure or Alternative Palio Day 

This day is flexible. You can either soak up a day of celebrations that will still be taking place across Siena, or use the Siena Pass that your
guide gave you after the briefing. This provides free access to many of the local sights for a second look at your own pace.

Alternatively, we have found on some previous years that if the Palio is delayed 24hrs due to rain, then this day will be the day of the Palio
race, insuring that after a very worthy build up, you still get to experience this fantastic historical event.

Day 5 – 18 August
Private Transfer to the airport for your flight home

/siena-palio-packages-which-viewing-position/
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Breakfast and private transfer to the airport for your flight home after Attending the Palio.

If your flight is not until mid afternoon, why not add on our Optional Extra trip to Pisa, where you have some free time to explore this iconic
structure. Please see Optional Extra below.

Alternatively if you wanted to extend your trip, we do have other breaks which include the Siena Palio. We would particularly recommend our 
Verona Opera and Palio break. Florence is another great idea. If perhaps you have been to Verona before, we have plenty of other fantastic
options.

A la Carte Optional Extras

Palio - Explore The Leaning Tower of Pisa with Private Airport Transfer

Today, if you have a late afternoon flight, why not have some time in Pisa to explore. Our private driver can collect you from your hotel and
take you to Pisa where you have 2hrs to wander and explore. The driver will hold onto your luggage while you do so.

The Pisa complex has quite a bit to see. Start with the iconic Leaning Tower and see if you can resist taking the photo all tourists take –
“holding” the building up! Then explore the church, museums and various outbuildings, the last of which includes some interesting frescos on
Heaven and Hell.

Then meet your driver for your onwards travel to Pisa airport for your flight home.

Price Per Person: From £125 (includes private transfers only)

Please note if you want to climb to the top of the Leaning Tower, this must be prebooked in advance as it is now restricted to up to
20 people every 15 mins. The additional supplement is £25 per person. 

Where You'll Stay

Hotel Athena - Siena (4 Star)
In addition to the typical services arranged by a 4 stars hotel, the Hotel Athena offers to all the guests a beautiful view of the
surrounding countryside showing the beauty of the green Tuscan hills and his medieval farmhouses. The hotel is equipped with all
the modern comforts, including air conditioning, a fantastic restaurant and a private car park.

https://italian-short-breaks.co.uk/opera/verona/short/siena-palio/
https://italian-short-breaks.co.uk/city/florence/
/siena-palio-race-things-extend-stay/
/siena-palio-race-things-extend-stay/
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Testimonials
We had a fantastic trip. We loved the Athena hotel (which has an exceptionally good restaurant, very warm staff); our guide Paul was
excellent – well informed and helpful – and the Palio itself was a unique experience both in terms of the preparation, the trials and the
Contrada dinner and procession and race on the day itself.

Sam and Andrew

I have wanted to go to the Palio for years and I wasn’t disappointed. A wonderful trip and an incredible experience, and it was great to be part
of the build up. Our seats were excellent - in the shade and able to see the start and finish. It meant that when the start dragged on, we could
at least see why.

Peter

Price Per Person: From £1,945

What's Included?

● 4 nights accommodation with breakfast at Hotel Athena
● Activities outlined, including terrace viewing of Palio race
● Flights form the UK (includes 1 hold bag per person)
● Private airport transfers
● Siena Pass Card providing free access to many local sights

Departure airport:
Gatwick
Heathrow
Manchester

Our international clients are welcome to book their own flights.

© 2018 Weekend a la Carte
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